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Yang Dongkai Bai xin Zhang Qishan
Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, P. R. China

ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of urban economy, there are bus increasing, route extending,
and shuttle frequency increasing etc. At the same time, road construction is subject to
land surface, so traffic jam often occurs. It is a big trouble for life of citizens and problem
for economy development. So it needs to be improved as fast as possible. Vehicle
monitoring system for public traffic in Beijing can expediently monitor the state of each
controlled bus, thereby making perfect management. With the integration of GPS, analog
trunked communication and digital map, the old, blinding manage system of public traffic
would be changed into advanced, visualized management mode, and several routes are
dispatched in one dispatch center at the same time. The system frame and its components
are introduced in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transport System is an advanced transport system based on the traditional
transport system. With the high-tech such as GPS, communications, computer, control
and system engineering, ITS provide new ways for decreasing traffic jam, improving
transport conditions etc. In ITS, advanced public transport system (APTS) is one of the
six important sub-systems. In this paper, we provide a brief description of the vehicle
monitoring system for public transport in Beijing City. Each vehicle transmits its own
position and state information to the management and control center via an analog
trunked communication network. With digital map, the vehicles can be seen where it runs
or stops. These data is also stored in the network server so that all the vehicles can be
managed and dispatched in concentration. The key technologies used in the system are
Differential GPS, GPS/INS integration, Time Divided Multi-Address and FPGA
designing.



SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND ITS INFORMATION FLOW

Vehicle monitoring system for public transport is described with Fig.1.

Fig. 1 System structure of the vehicle monitoring system for public transport

From the logical view, system comprises of three components: management center, sub-
center and buses. The first component and the second one exchange information via wire
and wireless means, that is, computer-network and radio communication. The down link
information from center to sub-center mainly include differential GPS information, and
the up link data contain all bus information in the monitoring range, such as position,
velocity and status, etc. The second one and the third exchange information via radio
communication, that is analog trunked communication net. Up link data is the bus
information, down link is the differential GPS information and dispatch command. In a
word, the information flow in the system can be described with Fig.2.

Fig. 2 Information flow in the vehicle monitoring system for public transport

The sub-center is the most important component in the public transport, it directly
dispatch all buses in its range. However, the management center doesn’t dispatch the bus
directly except emergency. The dispatch task from management center is taken over by
the sub-center.
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COMPONENTS OF VEHICLE MONITORING SYSTEM

In the management center, there is a differential GPS station, which provides correcting
information for all buses in the system. In each sub-center, there are two radios for voice
and data transmitting individually. A monitor system and a controller are in the sub-
center too, as followed in Fig.3.

Fig.3 components in the sub-center

The function of monitor system is to store all the data from buses and provide dispatcher
with traffic status, which is based on the distance between two adjacent buses in the same
route. And digital map in the monitor system can provide visualized bus information for
the manager. At the same time, digital map can be used to matching the bus data in the
public transport route.

The controller is the core of sub-center, used for modulate and demodulate the data which
needs to be transmitted and receives from mobile buses via data radio. Controller
architecture is shown in Fig.4. DS80C320 is the CPU of controller. Radio modem is
GMSK mode and selective baud rate from 1200bps to 9600bps. FPGA circuit creates
system time sequence and decreases the size of controller.

Fig.4 controller architecture in the sub-center

Device in the bus has the following function: (1) Provide bus position, velocity, ID etc.
timely. (2) Provide status (including traffic jam and alarm etc.) interface for the driver. (3)
Receive differential GPS information. (4) Output sound tip of the dispatch command
from the sub-center. (5) Display the punctuality of the bus. Its structure is followed as
Fig.5. Modem and CPU are the same as the one in controller of sub-center. GPS receiver
is the main positioning device, and information of INU (Inertial Navigation Unit) is used
when GPS receiver doesn’t acquire enough satellites for positioning. After receiving
differential information, GPS receiver output precise position (error is no more than
10m). Integrated DGPS and INU, the position information can output continuously.
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Fig.5 device architecture in bus

Voice interface tips the driver that sub-center has dispatch command. Display interface
shows the punctuality of the bus according to the schedule to the driver as reference.
Status interface can provide buttons for driver to input the status of bus, such as alarm
and traffic jam etc.

It needs to be paid attention to the bus power supply and the environment especially
when the bus is started. Device in the bus uses the power supply of bus itself, so special
power module needs to be designed for converting 24VDC to 5VDC (for device) and
12VDC (for radio).

WORK MODE OF THE SYSTEM

Wireless data transfer in the system is realized via analog trunked communication net,
which is Motorola’s Smart-net II Plus. In sub-center, voice radio is used only for voice
service. However, data radio is used for data transfer. In each bus, one radio works in
transmitting or receiving data mode except when sub-center send a dispatch command to
it. While receiving a command, the bus radio is automatically switched to voice mode for
talking with the sub-center, after 30 seconds, it will be switched to data transmitting
mode automatically. The basic time slot is shown as Fig.6.

Fig.6 working time slot of the system
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System distributes time slot for every bus through TDMA (Time Division Multi Access)
mode. And at the same time, the sub-center and the buses also send data in accordance
with different sequence. If the sub-center need to dispatch one bus, it sends a command,
so the bus radio switches its mode to voice.

Sub-center sends differential information six times per minute, and its cycle is 10
seconds. For each bus, it sends its data one time per minute, which includes the status
information. Generally speaking, the bus doesn’t talk with the sub-center firstly except
when alarm occurs.

MONITOR SOFTWARE IN SUB-CENTER

In sub-center, monitor software provides manager with visualized, friendly man-machine
interface, which makes the dispatch task convenient and efficient. One function of
monitor software is to display timely all buses in digital map. The other is to quire
information via text or graph mode. If possible, the selective dispatch method will be
proposed through the software to help manager improve transport conditions.

CONCLUSION

Vehicle monitoring system for public transport is a new public transport system
developing from the traditional transport system. It is advanced public transport system
(APTS) in the ITS and will improve the public transport, make the blind, old dispatch
method to be a visualized, high-efficiency mode. Finally, it will smooth the pressure of
transport to city development.
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